RUN NO:

VENUE:

66

DATE:
HARES:

The Oasis

29 July 2001
Laceration, Perspiration, Lizzie

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000

HASH TRASH
Web Site

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

Mismanagement

Grand Master
Vice Grand Master
Religious Adviser
Hash Cash
Joint Beermaster
Joint Beermaster
Trailmaster
On Sex
Choirmistress
Hash Horn
Hash Flash

Willie
Ron
Don
Terry
Mark
Dennis
Dave
Jack
Juliann
Ralph
Steve

WEE WILLIE
LACERATION
DRIBBLER
SCRUBBER
AS
WHOLE
BROWNEYE
HAIDROLIK
PERSPIRATION
UPCHUCK
PULL IT

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

Harrison
Isaacson
Hayward
Jenkins
Hills
Lockhart
Ives
Williams
Isaacson
Kettle
Dunn

TBA

0438 899769
0407 101911
0409 860935
0408 242084
0417 032806
0418 124163
0407 939660
0407 656753
0407 723996
0418 812040
0408 679305

williewh@hotmail.com
risaacson@worldbank.org
dhayward@pittsh.com.au
terryjenkins21@hotmail.com
dlockhart@pittsh.com.au
daveives@indo.net.id
jackwlms@go.com
juliannisaacson@hotmail.com
kettle@un.org
sdunn49@yahoo.com

Cunning Linguist

RUN NO. 65 REPORT – DRIBBLER & DEEP THROAT’S ROUND THE HOUSES RUN
Between the holidaying Hare and the
moonlighting Hare they have managed to avoid
producing a run report and so the following is my
vague recollection of the vague details of the
vague run.
“Short, flat run, no hills, no water.” For once it
was true! What is Hash coming to when you can’t
even mistrust the Hares.
Then it was along the beach road, turn onto
another road, turn on to another road, turn onto
another road, .... “We’re the Fukawi!” It was all
false trails and roads. Where were the open
spaces, the drains, the private property, the beer
stops (Oh. Wrong Hash.), etc. etc.
A few overenthusiastic Hashers, such as Ian,
Phil and EJACULATION, followed false trails
until they were out of site, while Newbies, Mandy
and husband Carl, showed experienced Hash
cunning by staying strategically behind Hare
DRIBBLER all the way. PRETENDER and WEE
WILLIE, as usual, used their Hash instincts and
only followed the correct trail at each Check-itout. WEE WILLIE actually did very well, gaining
an SCB distinction without his pacemaker,
SEXON, to help him along.
Eventually the pack straggled into the park
outside the Dili Port entrance and exchanged
pleasantries with each other while waiting (a long
time) for the walkers to turn up. But at least this
time we didn’t have to do push-ups while we
waited.
Once assembled on the purpose-made concrete
slab, the Choirmistress, PERSPIRATION, led a

rather longer than usual
rendition
of
Father
Abraham.
Then it was On On by the
most circuitous route
possible, actually leaving
the main road briefly to
cut through another small
park, to the second Hold
Check at the lighthouse
where, after not such a
long wait for the walkers,
we were treated to a new
Proof that we do have runners and walkers!
song
by
our
Choirmistress, in seven
different languages. (The World Bank aren’t A blind man, enters a Lesbian Bar by
paying you enough PERSPIRATION!)
mistake. He finds his way to a bar stool,
We were now about half a kilometre from
Home, as the crow flies, but obviously they
don’t have crows where DRIBBLER comes
from because it took about fifteen more
minutes of zig zagging through the back
streets of Motael before we joined the
walkers for the Circle on the beach in front
of the Dili Club.
The verdict on the run was that the
company was excellent. But you’ve got to
give credit to the fact that DRIBBLER and
DEEP THROAT actually spread some flour
round the streets of Dili for us to follow.
Maybe it was done half an hour before the
run started and maybe it was done from a
car but at least they made the effort. What
about some more volunteers?

THE WEEKLY FEES ARE NOW US$3.00

and orders a drink. After sitting there for
a while, the blind guy yells to the
bartender "Hey, you wanna hear a blonde
joke?
The bar immediately becomes absolutely
quiet. In a husky, deep voice, the woman
next to him says, "Before you tell that
joke, you should know something. The
bartender is blonde, the bouncer is blonde
and I'm a 6'tall, 200 lb. blonde with a black
belt in karate. What's more, the woman
sitting next to me is blonde and she's a
weight lifter. The lady to your right is a
blonde, and she's a pro wrestler. Think
about it seriously, Mister; You still wanna
tell that joke?"
The blind guy says, "Nah, not if I'm gonna
have to explain it five times.

TRIVIA

CIRCLE CIRCUS
The beach outside the Dili Club was a
superb setting while the big turnouts
and the large number of Newbies
continued. Let’s hope it keeps up.
BROWNEYE
opened
the
proceedings by likening the run to
another great beach party celebrating
the same anniversary. Dunkirk. Not
quite the same degree of planning
Dear DH3 Hashers
I am sorry that I could not make it for
my last run, next Sunday (29 July) I
will be in Sweden already.
It has been a pleasure to meet the
few times I have shown up, and I will
always wear the DH3 shirts with
pride.
Best regards,
Borje (Absolut)

nor the number of casualties though,
but probably just as enjoyable!
A relatively quiet Circle followed
with occasional loud moments
courtesy of BROWNEYE (probably
trying to simulate the Dunkirk
bombardment). There seemed to be
some reluctance to press charges from
the Circle, probably through fear of
reversal. Don’t be timid folks. What’s
the worst that can happen? Another
free drink with everyone watching!
That can’t hurt.
EJACULATION made a pig of
himself this week and was a runaway
honours winner. Not only did he take
the award for most Down Downs but
the POTW as well. And though he
looked a little surprised at picking up
the major prize he eventually put it
away in style. I’m sure he will use the

DOWN DOWNS

A full HITS team, with ample reserves,
turned out on Tuesday to do battle (of
wits) at the Dili Club. They didn’t win but
they didn’t disgrace. However if you feel
that your IQ would raise the team’s
average above 50 please contact the chief
Oracle, Browneye, on 0407 939660 and
book your place for Tuesday, 7 August..

fear-of-next-week’s-award against anyone
who offends him during the week.
Three very appropriate namings were
carried out. However, two were a matching
pair and the recipients will have to move
around together from now on.
The third proved somewhat inappropriate
as the recipient nearly choked while trying
to empty the large DD vessel.
Another sad farewell followed as we said
goodbye to BABE. Trust you will wear
your DH3 T shirts in only the best places!
The proceedings ended with an invitation
from the Landlord for free beer each at the
Dili Club. (Give him free membership!)

Hares
Newbies
Sponsors

DRIBBLER, DEEP THROAT
Tony, Dianne, Thierry, Jeremy, Simon, Mandy, Carl, Charlie, Mark (and two more left early)
VIRGINA, HORNY, HAIDROLIK, NUMATIK (and EJACULATION on behalf of the Bangladeshi
Engineers)
FRBs
EJACULATION, Ian, Charlie, WEE WILLIE
Leavers
BABE
Returnees LACERATION (Lizzie in sympathy)
Smoking in the Circle
BROWNEYE, HORNY
No Hash gear
Ian, Martin
Telephone
Ian (again)
False start
Ian
Voluntary DD
VIRGINA
Late-cummer
Andrew, Don
Mine Host
Mark

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE
BROWNEYE charged Don for drinking with no beer
HORNY charged BROWNEYE for washing his Hash shoes
POGO charged EJACULATION for training
Anything but an AS Whole of a venue!
VIRGINA charged Joseph for being a late-cumming Newbie
GM charged PRETENDER for a professional foul
GM charged VIRGINA for trying to introduce foreign rules into DH3
Martin charged EJACULATION for causing him to miss the run last week
GM charged DEEP THROAT for leaving the Circle without permission
NAMING Ephie becomes DEEP THROAT for being extremely philosophical and openly expressing her opinions
Mark becomes AS for being the larger part of a partnership of dubious efficiency
Dennis becomes WHOLE for being the smaller part of a partnership of dubious efficiency
POTW EJACULATION for trying to grease the GM before the Circle (though doing it at any time would be the same.)

HARES APPARENT
No.

Date

Hares

66
67
68
69
70
71

29 July
5 Aug
12 Aug
19 Aug
26 Aug
2 Sep

Laceration, Perspiration &Lizzie
Cunning Linguist & Mumbles
Ejaculation, Sam & Tony
Browneye, Sarah Lee & Scrubber
Boner & David
Pogo

72
73

9 Sep
16 Sep

Volunteers??
Volunteers??

Occasion/Location
Delayed Independence Day?!
Gobbledygook Run
Scrubber’s 50th
Election Run
Florida remembered. Day before
USA/Canada Labor Day

Day after Japanese Respect for Aged
Day – remember Rupiah Day
Some Hounds have a big 0 for Haring: Randy, Upchuck, etc., etc., etc.
Volunteers contact Browneye on 0407 939660. (Don’t be shy, you will get help if you haven’t done it before.)
• Hash Rule No 3
Thou shalt keep Sundays free for Hashing
• Hash Rule No 4
Thou shalt not shortcut Hash Cash

